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EDITORIAL

Welcome to the fifteenth issue of Prudentia Journal!

Happy third anniversary of Prudentia High IQ Society!

Three years after its foundation, Prudentia has more than 60 members from 26 different 
countries. This makes Prudentia one of the fastest growing high IQ societies in this world. 
And yet I have asked myself the question: Should all high IQ societies merge into one? This 
is the topic this issue of Prudentia Journal is investigating.

Enjoy reading!

Claus Volko, cdvolko (at) gmail (dot) com



SHOULD ALL HIGH IQ SOCIETIES MERGE 
INTO ONE?
Claus Volko

I already wrote in the March issue of Prudentia Journal that there are a lot of high IQ 
societies and that many share the same members. What I have not investigated is the 
question whether it would make sense to merge all high IQ societies into one.

First of all, we must be clear on the question what sense high IQ societies make.

1. They have websites with lists of members, so by joining a high IQ society you appear on 
the Internet and it is documented for everybody that you have a particular IQ.

2. They help likeminded people get to know each other.

For the second purpose it might be sufficient if there were just one big high IQ society. But 
for the first purpose, maybe the current situation is better because different high IQ societies 
have different minimum IQ criteria. Randy Myers and Iakovos Koukas have several high IQ
societies with different entrance criteria and this makes sense only inasmuch as people want 
to be differentiated.

But this would not be a problem with having a single high IQ society either if the members 
list included the IQ scores. So I think that it would be a desirable goal to merge all high IQ 
societies into one. What do you think about this topic?
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Prudentia Journal is an electronical magazine edited by Dr. Claus Volko. Prudentia Journal is
freeware, you are allowed to spread the magazine provided it remains unmodified. The 
editor assumes that the person who submits a contribution for Prudentia Journal (the 
contributor) has not violated any rights of third parties. Contributors preserve all rights and 
responsibility for their original contributions, but they give the editor the right to adapt them.
There is no guarantee that a contribution will be used in Prudentia Journal. If you want to 
use articles from Prudentia Journal, you must arrange that with their authors. For any 
questions contact Claus Volko.
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